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RUBRIC FOR STUDENT PRESENTATION ( 30 minute duration)
Attribute/Dimension/criteria

Score

Very Poor

Poor

Acceptable

Good

Very Good

Power Point Presentation Slides

20

[0.00-4.00]: Wrong
format and very poor
content of Presentation
slides.

[8.01-12.00]: There
are somewhat clear
content of
Presentation slides.

[12.01-16.00]: There
are clear content and
attractive
Presentation Slides.

[16.01-20.00]: There are very
clear content and attractive
Presentation Slides.

Behavior and Dress

10

[0.00-2.00]: Poor dress.
No uniform. Rude, no
hospitality.

[4.01-8.00]: There are
partially wrong format
and bad or unclear
content of Presentation
slides.
[2.01-4.00]: Good
dress but no uniform.
Bad behavior.

[4.01-6.00]: There
is uniform but
unclean or disorder.

[8.01-10.0]: There is very good
uniform and clean or order.
Very good behavior.

Punctuality

20

[0.00-4.00]: Come late,
very time consuming in
presentation, do not
finished presentation on
time (more than 10
minutes).

[4.01-8.00]: Come on
time, few minutes over
time limited consuming
in presentation (from 910 minutes) or finished
before time from 9-10
minutes.

Presentation

30

[6.01-12.00]: Little
eyes contact, poor body
language, poor or
unclear and low voice,
poor pronunciation and
intonation;
unattractive.

[18.01-24.00]: Good
eyes contact, good
body language, clear
voice and good
pronunciation,
intonation and
attractive.

[24.01-30.00]: Very good eyes
contact, very good body
language, very clear voice and
very good pronunciation,
intonation and attractive.

Answers to questions

20

[0.00-6.00]: No or very
little eyes contact, very
poor body language, very
poor or unclear and very
low voice, very poor
pronunciation &
intonation; Use a lot of
idioms.
[0.00-4.00]: unable to
answer or wrong or out of
topic.

[8.01-12.00]: Come
on time, minutes
over time limited
consuming in
presentation (from
6-8 minutes) or
finished before time
from 6-8 minutes.
[12.01-18.00]:
Somewhat eyes
contact, body
language,
acceptable voice,
pronunciation and
intonation.

[6.01-8.00]: There is
good uniform and
clean or order. Good
behavior.
[12.01-16.00]: Come
in time, several
minutes time bound
in presentation (from
4-6 minutes) or
finished before time
from 4-6 minutes.

[4.01-8.00]: A lot of
mistakes and unclear
answers.

[8.01-12.00]:
somewhat mistakes
and clear answers.

[12.01-16.00]: good
and clear answers
with good
explanation.

[16.01-20.00]: Accurate and
clear answers with very good
argumentation.

Total

100

[16.01-20.0]: Come in time,
few minutes over time bound in
presentation (from 1-3 minutes)
or finished before time from 1-3
minutes.

